
Intro to Water Cooler Training Flyer 

 
A customer comes in and says, “I need a water cooler”. You ask him if he knows which 
one and he says “No”. Where do you go from there? What questions can you use to 
get the customer exactly what he wants? Working in our industry it is important to 
have a basic understanding of how they work. This flyer will serve to cover the basic 
operation of a water cooler and the different options available when discussing them.  
 
 
Refrigerated v. Non-Refrigerated? 
 
The terms water cooler and drinking fountain are often used interchangeably. Technically speaking a drinking 
fountain dispenses water without cooling while a water cooler has a refrigeration system built into it. Almost 
everything we stock is a water cooler but we have many non-refrigerated models available to us.  
 
Non-refrigerated drinking fountains are most commonly found in parks and other public areas because they 
do not require power to cool the water. Water coolers will typically be found in commercial buildings. 
Refrigerated coolers use the refrigeration cycle to cool water which basically uses a refrigerant to pull heat 
from the water.   
 
ADA Compliant or Not? 
 
The ADA, Americans with Disabilities Act, is designed to ensure people with disabilities are 
not discriminated against and have access to the same things a non-handicapped person 
does. There are regulations on water coolers that allow someone in a wheel chair access to 
the water. New commercial buildings with water coolers will need to have an ADA compliant 
option available.  ADA guidelines for water coolers can be found here. 
 
 
One of the main requirements is that the bubbler (part that dispenses water) cannot be 
higher than 36” high which can be uncomfortable for a non-handicapped person. One 
solution to this is a “Split Level” cooler where there is one lower and one higher bubbler.  
 
 
Wall Mounted, Free Standing, or Recessed? 
 
Water coolers can be free-standing or wall mounted. Free Standing or “Floor mounted” 
versions are not ADA compliant because a person with a wheel chair cannot wheel under 
them. For that reason almost all the coolers we sell will be wall mounted but there are still free 
standing models available. They can also be recessed where they are installed even with a wall. 
 
 
Filtered or Not Filtered? 
 
Some water coolers come with a carbon filter that can filter out impurities in the water. Carbon filters will 

accumulate particles over time and need replaced. The time between replacements will depend on how often 

it is used and the cleanliness of the water it is filtering but it a good rule of thumb would be to replace once a 

year. More information on carbon filters can be found on the training flyer here.  

http://www.ada-compliance.com/ada-compliance/drinking-fountain-water-coolers.html
http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_3384c10b519d4fe7928c8238f0a7fd17.pdf
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Bottle Filler or Not? 
 
Some water coolers will have bottle filler on them. These allow for rapid fill of bottles and 

cups and encourage the re-use of a bottle rather than opening a new water bottle.  
 

These can be sold with cooler or separately in order to retrofit onto existing coolers. Some 

models come with electronic sensors that run when there is a bottle under the filler. Bottle 

fillers will have a carbon filter in them and some monitor usage and alert people when it’s 

time to replace.  

Finish? 
 
There are many different finishes available for water coolers. Typically the water coolers we stock will have 

sandstone with a stainless steel top. We also stock some all stainless steel models.  

Sizing: 
 
The sizing of a water cooler is relatively standardized. The size of a water cooler is measured in gallons per 

hour of chilled water the cooler can dispense. An 8 gallon per hour cooler will be fine in nearly all applications; 

however, smaller and larger models exist and may be requested occasionally.  

What we stock and how to look it up: 
 
We have both Oasis coolers and Elkay coolers available but primarily stock the Oasis models. These can be 

found with the item numbers below. The P8AC is shown on the top of the first page. The “SL” in the product 

number means split level and the stainless finish is noted with the “SS”. 

 
 

Item Product Manufactuer # Description 

15515 12000A 030774-006 12000A PLAS BUBLER 

106363 P8AC PG8AC SANDST P8AC WATER COOLER WLMT HDCP 

108235 P8ACSL PG8ACSL SAND P8ACSL WATER COOLER WLMT HDCP 

163004 P8ACSLSS PG8ACSL-SS P8ACSLSS WATER COOLER WLMT HDCP 

163005 P8ACSS PG8AC-SS P8ACSS WATER COOLER WLMT HDCP 

186659 PACSL PACSL SANDS PACSL WATER FOUNT WLMT HDCP 

 
On new installations a Carrier will also be needed. A carrier is basically a bracket that holds the cooler on the 
wall. We stock Zurn Carriers. The main two we stock are listed below. Other parts needed would be a 1-1/4 P-
Trap and water supply materials.  
 

Item Product Manufactuer # Description 

159664 Z1225 Z-1225 Z-1225 WATER COOLER CARRIER (SINGLE) 

159665 Z1225BL Z-1225-BL Z-1225-BL WATER COOLER CARRIER (SPLIT LEVEL) 

15201 JB813PVCBG 813PVCBG 813PVCBG 1-1/4 PVC TBLR P-TRAP 

Supply Stops may also be needed. Click here for product numbers off the stops training flyer.  

 
 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_94cdb215024d481ba5257106090d54b9.pdf
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Next Steps and a couple questions: 
 
The first next step is to learn more. The link below is to a video detailing the P8AC. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDjtZN66BWA 
 

TRUE or FALSE: The bubbler is the part of bottle filler that dispenses water.  

TRUE or FALSE: The max height for an ADA compliant cooler is 42”. 

 

*Bonus Question: How is a water cooler similar to an air conditioner?  

 

Answer: A water cooler cools water using the refrigeration cycle, the same process used in an AC System. It is 

basically the same except water is ran over the evaporator coil instead of air. For an in depth look into how the 

refrigeration cycle works, click here to go to the AC Training Flyer.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDjtZN66BWA
http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_eba17eec60384031ad1e4e4362a03ede.pdf

